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Abstract—Reinforcement learning has shown great potential in solving complex tasks when large amounts of data can be generated with little effort. In robotics, one approach to generate training data builds on simulations based on dynamics models derived from first principles. However, for tasks that, for instance, involve complex soft robots, devising such models is substantially more challenging. Being able to train effectively in increasingly complicated scenarios with reinforcement learning enables to take advantage of complex systems such as soft robots. Here, we leverage the imbalance in complexity of the dynamics to learn more sample-efficiently. We (i) abstract the task into distinct components, (ii) off-load the simple dynamics parts into the simulation, and (iii) multiply these virtual parts to generate more data in hindsight. Our new method, Hindsight States (HiS), uses this data and selects the most useful transitions for training. It can be used with an arbitrary off-policy algorithm. We validate our method on several challenging simulated tasks and demonstrate that it improves learning both alone and when combined with an existing hindsight algorithm, Hindsight Experience Replay (HER). Finally, we evaluate HiS on a physical system and show that it boosts performance on a complex table tennis task with a muscular robot. Videos and code of the experiments can be found on web dav.tuebingen.mpg.de/his.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reinforcement learning (RL) holds great potential for devising optimal behavior for challenging robotics tasks. Difficulties in these tasks often arise from contact in object manipulation, the requirement to perform fast but accurate motions, or from hard-to-control systems like soft robots. While it has been shown that RL can handle such problems, the major drawback of RL methods is to require large amounts of interactions with the environment remains. This fact makes learning on real robots challenging.

Training in simulation and transferring the resulting policy to the real system is one approach to alleviate this challenge. However, even small inaccuracies in the simulation can cause the simulated and real system to behave differently, a problem known as reality gap. This problem is worse for complex systems like soft robots, which are hard to model accurately. Sim-to-real techniques attempt to mitigate the impact of the reality gap. Many popular techniques accomplish more effective policy transfer by making the learned policies more robust to variations in the task dynamics through domain randomization [26, 41]. However, these methods are generally computationally expensive and require precise fine-tuning of the parameters, such as the amount of randomization on the dynamics parameters. These downsides of sim-to-real approaches accumulate as tasks advance in complexity, thus, necessitating learning many complex tasks partly or completely on the real system.

Hybrid sim and real (HySR) [5] is a way to ease the training of complex tasks on real systems. The method is based on the insight that for some tasks, certain parts of the environment have simpler dynamics than others. For instance, many robotic ball games consist of a robot, whose dynamics are more complex compared to those of the ball. The mismatch in modeling complexity is exacerbated if the robot is equipped with soft components, which render modeling even more difficult. The idea behind HySR is to keep the complicated parts of the task real, whereas the simpler parts are simulated. This strategy yields significant practical benefits, while facilitating the transfer to the entirely real system. First, the approach simplifies setting up the task since fewer real objects have to be handled, for instance, are subject to wear-and-tear or require safety considerations. Second, it can greatly simplify the reset mechanism in episodic RL tasks. Robots are actuated and can typically reset themselves, while environment resets often require manually moving all objects to their initial positions. Third, data-augmentation techniques can be added to the virtual objects that would not be feasible on a fully real system. Lastly, the simulation provides information about, e.g., the exact positions of virtual objects or about contacts that occur, which might not be easily attainable for real objects. This data can be used to generate labels or rewards that can aid the training process. While HySR can simplify practical aspects of the training, the large number of real robot interactions required for training can still cause problems for real-world RL.

In this work, we present an approach that can significantly reduce the number of interactions with the real system required for learning. The key idea behind our method, Hindsight States (HiS), is to pair the data of a single real instance with additional data generated by concurrently simulating multiple distinct instances of the virtual part. In the example of robot ball games, our method simulates the effect of the robot’s actions on several virtual balls simultaneously. We relabel the virtual part of each roll-out with this additional virtual data in hindsight. Intuitively, the agent experiences what would
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have happened if it had encountered a different virtual part but applied the same actions as in the original episode. This relabeling process enables the RL agent to generate extra experience without collecting further transitions on the real system. The hindsight data can then be used in addition to the regular training data by any off-policy RL algorithm, such as Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [12]. Particularly for tasks with sparse rewards, the additional data is beneficial since it increases the probability that the agent experiences positive rewards early in the training. The contributions of this paper are the following:

1) **Extending HySR for sample efficient training**
   - Our main contribution is to devise a sample efficient way to train in the Hybrid Sim and Real (HySR) setting. To that end, we formalize the HySR training and, based on it, develop a novel algorithm, called Hindsight States (HiS).

2) **Evaluation of the interplay between HER and HiS**
   - Our experiments demonstrate that the combination of HiS and HER achieves higher sample efficiency than each method by itself. We argue that HiS and HER improve task performance in distinct and complementary manners.

3) **Thorough experimental validation of HiS on a variety of tasks**
   - We show improved performance of HiS on the original HySR real robot table tennis task. Additionally, we investigate to what extent HiS can be applied to manipulation tasks and report more efficient training in these regimes (see Fig. 1 for an overview of all experiments). Another finding is that HiS allows for more efficient training in entirely simulated environments w.r.t. wall-clock time.

## II. RELATED WORK

Our new method, HiS, shares some aspects with and takes inspiration from other works. In the following section, we discuss these similarities.

Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) [1] improves sample efficiency for sparse goal-conditioned RL tasks by relabeling the goal states of transitions in hindsight. The method replaces the original goal with a state reached by the agent. Then it trains an off-policy RL agent on a combination of original and relabeled data. This way, the agent receives additional positive feedback for reaching the relabeled goal, which can be more instructive than the negative feedback for missing the original goal. Rauber et al. [31] extend the idea to on-policy algorithms through the use of importance sampling. Dynamic Hindsight Experience Replay (DHER) [9] is a version of HER that supports dynamic goals, which change during the episode. The method makes the idea of relabeled goals applicable to tasks like grasping moving objects. While HER samples hindsight goals uniformly, recent methods prioritize goals based on how instructive the resulting transitions are for the agent.

These approaches sample hindsight goals that guide the agent toward the true goal [2, 32, 10] or result in a large temporal difference (TD) error [22]. Other methods sample hindsight goals uniformly and prioritize more informative transitions when sampling from the replay buffer, akin to PER [33]. Zhao and Tresp [40] prioritize trajectories that demonstrate difficult behavior. They quantify difficulty by the increase of the system’s energy over the course of the trajectory. Beyene and Han [3] primarily sample hindsight transitions that incur a large TD error. Similar to HER and its extensions, our method also relabels in hindsight. However, it focuses on exchanging the virtual part of the state rather than the goal.

HiS and sim-to-real techniques utilize simulations to devise a policy that transfers to reality. Different techniques, such as domain randomization [26, 28, 23] and domain adaptation [15, 14, 39] were proposed to mitigate the impact of the reality gap. HiS, on the other hand, assumes the reality gap to be sufficiently small for certain components of the environment and devises a way to be more efficient in the hybrid sim and real setting. Sim-to-real methods could be used on top of HiS to close the remaining gap.

Other works have investigated leveraging real and simulated data of the same task to improve learning performance. For instance, Kang et al. [16] learn a perception system using simulated and a reward model based on real data. They use model predictive control with the learned reward model to solve quadrotor navigation tasks. Di-Castro et al. [8] combine cheap but imprecise simulated with expensive real transitions to learn a policy for the real task. HiS, in contrast, investigates more efficient training by mixing simulated and real components in each transition.
Algorithm 1 Hindsight States (HiS)

1: Initialize off-policy RL algorithm \( A \), replay buffer \( R \), choose criterion \( c \)
2: for episode \( i = 1, 2, \ldots \) do
3: Sample \( s_i^t \sim D_{rec} \) and initialize real system to \( s_i^t \)
4: for \( t = 1, \ldots, T \) do
5: Sample action \( a_t \) from \( A \) given \( s_t = [s_t^r, s_t^v] \)
6: Apply \( a_t \) to the real system and observe \( s_{t+1}^v = s_{t+1}^v + s_t^r \)
7: end for
8: Initialize temporary buffer \( R_{temp} \) \( \triangleright \) HiS replay
9: for \( j = 1, 2, \ldots \) do
10: Sample \( s_i^m \sim D_{rec} \)
11: for \( t = 1, \ldots, T \) do
12: Add transitions from \( R_{temp} \) to \( R \) using criterion \( c \)
13:end for
14: end for
15: end for
16: Store relabeled transition \( c_m^v \) in \( R_{temp} \)
17: end for
18: Every few episodes:
19: Perform optimization on \( A \) with replay buffer \( R \)
20: end for

Utilizing offline RL [19, 20] can also alleviate some of the problems related to training on real systems by making use of existing datasets. The central issue of offline RL is the distribution shift between the behavior policy, which collected the dataset, and the trained policy [20]. Recent works constrain the trained policy to be similar to the behavior policy [36, 34, 17], modify the objective of the Q-function to be conservative with respect to samples not in the dataset [18, 38], or penalize uncertainty in rollouts of learned models [37, 29].

III. METHOD

The core components of HiS comprise the generation of parallel virtual trajectories, as well as the criteria to select among the additional transitions generated with HiS. This section introduces each of these components, as well as the HySR setup that HiS builds upon.

A. RL Preliminaries

We consider tasks formulated as a discounted Markov decision process, which is defined by the tuple \( \mathcal{M} = (S, A, P, \gamma, r) \), where \( S \) denotes the state space and \( A \) the action space. The transition dynamics \( P(s_{t+1}|s_t, a_t) \) represent the probability of reaching state \( s_{t+1} \in S \) after executing action \( a_t \in A \) in state \( s_t \in S \). Furthermore, the agent receives a scalar reward \( r_t = r(s_t, a_t) \) at each time step. The goal of RL is to find an optimal policy \( \pi^* \), which maximizes the discounted total return

\[
R = \mathbb{E}_\pi \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{T} \gamma^t r_t \right], \tag{1}
\]

where \( T \) is the time horizon and \( \gamma \in [0, 1) \) is the discount factor. The agent collects transitions \( \epsilon_t = (s_t, a_t, r_t, s_{t+1}) \) by interacting with the environment and uses them to iteratively update its policy \( \pi \). Many popular off-policy RL algorithms, such as SAC [12] or Deep Q-Networks (DQN) [24], store these transitions in a buffer \( D \) [21] and replay them when updating, for instance, the action value function \( Q(s, a) \). This replay buffer is fixed-sized and contains the most recent transitions. A ring buffer, which replaces the oldest with the most recent transition, is a popular implementation. The Q-function update involves minimizing a variant of the TD error

\[
\delta(s, a, r, s') = r + \gamma \max_{a' \in A} Q(s', a') - Q(s, a), \tag{2}
\]

where variations might include an alternative way to select the next action \( a' \) or an \( n \)-step TD error formulation \( \delta_n = \sum_{k=0}^{n-1} \gamma^k r_{t+k} + \gamma^n \max_{a' \in A} Q(s_{t+n}, a') - Q(s_t, a_t) \). The TD error represents a measure of surprise: the higher the absolute value of \( \delta \), the more does this particular transition influence the update of the Q-function. For this reason, the TD error metric is commonly used to establish a ranking among transitions, for example in prioritized sweeping [25, 27] and prioritized experience replay (PER) [33]. The Q-function loss employs the replay buffer \( D \) and the squared TD error

\[
J(\theta) = \mathbb{E}_{(s, a, r, s') \sim D} \left[ (r + \gamma \max_{a' \in A} Q_{\theta}(s', a') - Q_{\theta}(s, a))^2 \right], \tag{3}
\]

where the old parameters \( \theta_{old} \) are kept fixed during optimization of the current policy parameters \( \theta \) and transitions are sampled from \( D \) according to a distribution that traditionally is uniform but can vary such as in PER.

B. Hybrid Sim and Real Training

Hybrid Sim and Real (HySR) training [5] is the foundation for Hindsight States (HiS). Intuitively, the idea of HySR is to gain practical benefits by offloading the part of the task that is easier to model to the simulation. At the same time, the difficult part is kept real during training. More formally, HySR assumes that the Markovian state \( s \) splits into a real state \( s^r \) and a virtual state \( s^v \)

\[
s = [s^r, s^v] \tag{4}
\]

and that the dynamics governing the real part \( p(s_{t+1}^r|s_t^r, a_t) \) are more complex than those governing the virtual part \( p(s_{t+1}^v|s_t^v, a_t) \). To better transfer the learned policy after HySR training to the fully real setup, HySR keeps the complicated dynamics real and expects the virtual dynamics to be sufficiently accurate. Another requirement is that the virtual state does not influence the real state

\[
p(s_{t+1}^r|s_t^r, s_t^v, a_t) = p(s_{t+1}^r|s_t^r, a_t) \tag{5}
\]
shown for robot table tennis so far, training in the HySR setting with the player. Although, the efficacy of HySR has only been negligible and the effect in the opposite direction is known and into each roll-out to make better use of the recorded data, (iv) safer, (iii) contact of the separated parts occurs relatively far.

The virtual dynamics do not necessarily simulate the part for the full duration of the training. Before the first contact between real and virtual part, HySR replays recorded data of the virtual part instead of simulating it to minimize the accumulation of model error. To that end, HySR first uniformly samples a virtual trajectory \( \tau^{\text{rec}} \) from a database \( D_{\text{rec}} \) containing \( N_{\text{rec}} \) recorded trajectories.

\[
D_{\text{rec}} = \left[ s_1^{\text{rec}}, \ldots, s_T^{\text{rec}} \right]_{n=1}^{N_{\text{rec}}}
\]

After contact of the virtual and the real part, the simulated dynamics determine the consecutive motion, as no information about the latter part can be deduced from the recordings. A complete HySR training trajectory,

\[
\tau^{\text{HySR}} = [e_1^{\text{rec}}, \ldots, e_{t_c}^{\text{rec}}, e_{t_c+1}^{\text{sim}}, \ldots, e_T^{\text{sim}}]
\]

hence, consists of both transitions replayed from the database \( e_j^{\text{rec}} = \left( [s_j^{\text{rec}}, s_j^{\text{rec}}], a_j, r([s_j^{\text{rec}}, s_j^{\text{rec}}], a_j), [s_{j+1}^{\text{rec}}, s_{j+1}^{\text{rec}}] \right) \) and simulated transitions \( e_j^{\text{sim}} = \left( [s_j^{\text{sim}}, s_j^{\text{sim}}], a_j, r([s_j^{\text{sim}}, s_j^{\text{sim}}], a_j), [s_{j+1}^{\text{sim}}, s_{j+1}^{\text{sim}}] \right) \), assuming that the contact happened at time \( t_c \). During training, the policy samples actions conditioned on the complete state from Eq. (4), in which the information of whether the virtual parts are replayed or simulated is not included.

HySR is particularly suitable for applications where (i) the complexity of the virtual and real dynamics is unbalanced, (ii) training with the real instance of the virtual part is handy or safer, (iii) contact of the separated parts occurs relatively far into each roll-out to make better use of the recorded data, (iv) and the influence that the virtual part has on the real part is negligible and the effect in the opposite direction is known and transfers well to the real world. All these points apply to many ball games, such as football, cricket, baseball, or basketball, where an object has to reach a goal state through an interaction with the player. Although, the efficacy of HySR has only been shown for robot table tennis so far, training in the HySR setting is not limited to ball games. For instance, for tasks like slide- pushing or throwing objects (in contrast to picking them up), we could combine objects of different weights or materials with a single arm motion. Points (i) to (iv) also apply to tasks such as avoiding moving obstacles since contact should be avoided in the first place. For example, a robot waking in a cluttered and dynamic environment or an autonomous car driving through a crowded city.

C. Hindsight States

HySR also enables the generation of additional data, and *Hindsight States* (HiS) is our proposed way to leverage them for efficient training. HiS implements the idea that we can generate additional virtual data in the HySR setting. Specifically, it generates trajectories \( \tau^{\text{HiS}} = [e_1^m, \ldots, e_T^m] \) with \( m = 1, \ldots, M \) for each HySR trajectory \( \tau^{\text{HySR}} = [e_1, \ldots, e_T] \). For each of these \( M \) trajectories, we sample a different series of virtual states \( s_{1:M}^{\text{vm}} \). In particular, we generate the hindsight transitions

\[
e_t^m = \left( [s_t^{\text{vm}}, s_t^{\text{vm}}], a_t, r([s_t^{\text{vm}}, s_t^{\text{vm}}], a_t), [s_{t+1}^{\text{vm}}, s_{t+1}^{\text{vm}}] \right) \]

for each transition \( e_t = \left( [s_t, s_t'], a_t, r([s_t, s_t'], a_t), [s_{t+1}, s_{t+1}'] \right) \) generated by HySR. The real states \( s_t', s_{t+1}' \) and the action \( a_t \) remain the same as in the HySR transition, but the virtual states are relabeled in hindsight with the different instances of the virtual states \( s_t^{\text{vm}}, s_{t+1}^{\text{vm}} \), which are either taken from the pre-recorded or simulated data. The reward of the hindsight transitions is then calculated according to the relabeled state. Note that in this manner, HiS generates a wide bouquet of how the real part could have interacted with instances of the virtual object. For this reason, HiS provides valuable feedback on the quality of this particular action sequence in different situations.

Fig. 2: Graphical models of a general MDP, HER, HySR, and HiS. All blue and red elements indicate a difference to the general MDP. Red indicates components that are relabeled in hindsight. HER extends the MDP with a goal state and relabels goals. HySR separates the state into a virtual and a real part. The additional arrows indicate the dynamics. HiS combines key ideas from HySR and HER that are state separation and dynamics as well as relabeling, respectively.
In contrast, HiS relabels virtual states instead of goals. Efficiently, and are especially useful in a sparse reward setting. HER [1]. HER trains a goal-conditioned policy and relabels in the replay buffer. Algorithm 1 summarizes HiS in detail.

Condition (ii) controls the maximum amount of off-policy data. Case (i) prevents transitions from being added that are among the buffer, criterion $c$ has to both (i) exceed a threshold $\psi_c$ and (ii) be among the $k_c$ best transitions according to the criterion. Condition (ii) controls the maximum amount of off-policy data in the replay buffer. Algorithm 1 summarizes HiS in detail.

For this reason, HiS training includes a selection strategy that chooses the transitions that accelerate the learning process. We propose to rank HiS transitions based on the reward $r(s, a)$ or the TD error $\delta(s, a, r, s')$ from Eq. (2). The reasoning behind prioritizing higher rewards is to experience high rewards early on, which is especially useful in a sparse reward setting. The TD error corresponds to the amount of influence on the $Q$-function update. Hence, it is a sensible choice for ranking transitions. The selection process is based on the absolute value of the TD error $|\delta(s, a, r, s')|$ since updating with both high and low-value transition ascribes to bringing the action value function closer to its optimal version $Q^\pi$. It is instrumental how these measures (TD error or reward) are applied to the transitions of the HiS trajectories. We study two ways: (i) applying the measure on each transition and (ii) on the whole set of transitions of a trajectory by taking the sum of the reward or TD error over the whole trajectory. The first implementation represents the straightforward approach, whereas the second way tests the hypothesis that all transitions of a trajectory with high value of the measure are significant. The idea of the latter point has been explored in the context of prioritized replay, where it turned out that transitions correlating in time have correlating TD errors [4].

Having defined the criteria to rank HiS transitions, we now present the methodology for determining the number of HiS transitions to be added to the replay buffer. For inclusion into the buffer, criterion $c$ has to both (i) exceed a threshold $\psi_c$ and (ii) be among the $k_c$ best transitions according to the criterion. Condition (ii) prevents transitions from being added that are among the best of their peers for this round but too low in value. Condition (ii) controls the maximum amount of off-policy data in the replay buffer. Algorithm 1 summarizes HiS in detail.

b) Relation to HER: HiS shares some aspects with HER [1]. HER trains a goal-conditioned policy and relabels the desired goal with the actually achieved goal in hindsight. Both HER and HiS use hindsight data to learn more sample efficiently, and are especially useful in a sparse reward setting. In contrast, HiS relabels virtual states instead of goals.

Fig. 2 depicts the differences between a standard MDP (Markov decision process), HySR, HER, and HiS with respect to their corresponding graphical models. Note that the HER setting also allows for multiple goals in each transition and [9] introduced dynamics into the goal space of HER. As can be seen in Fig. 2, goals and dynamic goals [9] can be seen as special cases of virtual states. Therefore, our method can also be applied to the goal-conditional setting. The difference to HER, when applied to this setting, is that HER will sample goals such that they correspond to specific achieved goals (e.g., the goal sampled in hindsight is the final position of the robot gripper). HiS, however, will sample from the initial goal distribution and then use a prioritization strategy to select from the set of sampled goals. With enough goals sampled and a corresponding prioritization strategy, HiS could converge toward doing the same as HER (e.g., HiS samples enough goals, such that the prioritization strategy can pick goals that are similar to what the HER strategy would have chosen). In this setting, the additional complexity of HiS compared to HER seems unnecessary. However, in the general HySR setting, HER cannot be applied to virtual states, while the application of HiS is possible.

On a task, that has both a goal state and a virtual state, HER can be applied on top of HiS.
c) Combining HiS and HER: HER and HiS are addressing the problem of sparsity during learning from two different directions. HER generates additional experiences that can be beneficial to the learning process because they solve the goal and have high rewards, but because only goals are relabeled, HER does not directly help exploring the state space. On the other hand, by creating additional virtual states of the environment, HiS helps exploring the state space. Contrary to HER, experiences created by HiS might not reach the goal or be of high reward. To get some of the benefits of HER in a goal-directed HySR setting, HiS could sample numerous hindsight trajectories until some of these trajectories also reach the goal. For a challenging and sparse task, however, this strategy might be computationally expensive or even infeasible.

Instead, a combination of HER and HiS can be beneficial for such tasks, and utilize the strengths of both. Practically, the combination can be implemented by following Algorithm 1, and adding complete HiS episodes into the replay buffer that is used by HER. HER relabels the goal of the HiS trajectories, and the resulting trajectories with relabeled virtual state and relabeled goal can then be sampled to optimize the policy.

IV. Experiments

Our new method HiS promises improved sample efficiency in the HySR setting. The evaluation of HiS is carried out in two regimes: We run extensive experiments on 1) several simulated tasks, where the HySR assumptions apply, and 2) a challenging real robot table tennis task. Furthermore, we investigate to what extent HiS is useful in manipulation tasks and illustrate the efficiency of the combination of HER and HiS.

A. Applying HiS to the Original HySR Table Tennis Task

The work that originally introduced HySR [5] learned to play table tennis with a muscular robot and naturally separated between the hard-to-control soft muscular robot [7, 6] and the relatively simple ball model. Different from the original task, we refrain from using the hand-crafted dense reward function and use a simple sparse reward that returns one in case the ball lands within a circle of radius 40 cm and zero otherwise. To apply HiS, we replay 20 parallel instances of the virtual ball sampled from a set of 100 recorded ball trajectories. We apply HiS on top of SAC [12] and compare with vanilla SAC as a baseline. For trajectory selection, we use the reward criterion with threshold \( \psi_c = 0.5 \). The Appendix contains an in-depth description of the experiment details and the parameters of each experiment. It also contains an evaluation of different selection criteria.

The experiments depicted in Fig. 3 demonstrate that HiS enables us to learn this task with fewer robot time steps in both, the fully simulated and the HySR setting. The simulated experiments from Fig. 3a show the mean and variance of ten runs with different random seeds. HiS achieves a maximum average performance of appr. 70% success rate, whereas vanilla SAC reaches appr. 40%. HiS matches the asymptotic performance of SAC with appr. 29% of the samples that SAC needs to reach its asymptotic performance (2k and 7k episodes). Another observation is that the variance between different runs is smaller compared to SAC.

HiS is also more efficient when using the real robot. Fig. 3b shows one training run for vanilla SAC and HiS. HiS achieves around 45% success rate, while SAC reaches only appr. 35%. Similarly to the simulated experiment, HiS matches SAC’s maximum success rate with appr. 38% of the number of samples collected on the real robot (3k and 8k episodes).

B. HySR and HiS on Manipulation Tasks

FetchPush and FetchSlide [1] are two benchmark manipulation tasks for goal-conditioned RL. These two tasks are based on existing robot hardware and simulated using MuJoCo [35]. In the Pushing task, the goal is to move a box to a target location. The robot’s gripper is locked to prevent grasping. The Sliding task is slightly different: Here the objective is to move a puck to a goal position that is outside the robot’s reach, thus, necessitating a sliding strategy. Both tasks satisfy the HySR assumptions and, hence, our method could be applied to learn a policy on a real robot. In both tasks, the manipulated object adheres to simple dynamics. The arm
is rigid and small disturbances of the contact with the object are quickly compensated by a position controller. Thus, the influence of forces transferred from the object to the robot is small.

However, both tasks use a robot with relatively simple dynamics that can be simulated accurately. Sim-to-real training has been shown to be successful in solving these tasks [1] and would therefore be the better choice for this kind of system. However, when executing similar tasks with a more complex robot, for instance one equipped with soft parts, or a less accurate position controller, the larger discrepancies between simulation and reality would likely degrade the performance of the transferred policy. HySR would be well-suited for learning a policy on such a robot. Our experiments show that on top of the practical benefits coming with HySR, HiS could greatly improve sample efficiency for these tasks, especially when combined with HER. We will analyze the results in detail in the next subsection. Furthermore, we will show, that when learning a policy in a sim-to-real fashion, HiS can still help to speed up learning during the simulation stage.

C. Combining HER and HiS

In Section III-C, we have discussed the differences and similarities between HER and HiS. Due to the goal-conditioned nature of the FetchPush and FetchSlide tasks, they are suitable to experimentally investigate the relationship of HER and HiS. Fig. 4 shows the results on the Pushing and Sliding tasks. To apply HiS, we simulate 100 parallel instances of the virtual object. For virtual trajectory selection, we use trajectories where the robot moves the object. Similar to the table tennis task, we apply HiS and/or HER on top of SAC, which also serves as a baseline.

On both tasks, HER and HiS learn faster than vanilla SAC. HiS learns significantly faster than HER on the Pushing task, solving it almost perfectly in only 10k episodes, while HER surpasses HiS on the Sliding task. A possible interpretation of these results is that in tasks with sparser goals, such as the slide task with a larger table, HER generates more successful trajectories compared to HiS. Conversely, HiS performs well in tasks where objects rather than goals are more sparse. HER and HiS in combination achieve the best performance on both tasks. Similar to the table tennis task, we find that HiS alone works as well as in combination with HER significantly reduces the variance between runs.

A key reason why hindsight methods seem to work well is that they generate additional positively labeled experiences. To illustrate this phenomena, we look at a simple metric, the number of successful trajectories added to the RL buffer during the initial phases of the training. These trajectories are either collected on-policy or generated in hindsight if HiS and/or HER are involved. We filter out trivial episodes that are labeled successful but where the object does not change position. Such episodes contain little useful information. We note a strong correlation between the number of trajectories labeled successful in Fig. 5 and the results from Fig. 4. For both tasks, they show the same arrangement between the algorithms that we compare. This finding illustrates well how HER and HiS complement each other. For the two tasks studied, at the initial phases of the training, the combination of HER and HiS generates an order of magnitude more successful trajectories than HER or HiS individually. The intuition behind this is that HiS generates a lot of hindsight trajectories, and HER labels them successful.

D. Efficiency of HiS for Entirely Simulated Tasks

HiS was originally designed to speed up learning in a hybrid sim and real setting, where real data is expensive and simulated data is cheap. Therefore, the experiments so far, even those run only in simulation have been evaluated on the number of steps that would have been executed on a real robot. But does it make sense to apply HiS in purely simulated tasks, e.g., in a sim-to-real setting for the simulation stage? In this setting, instead of minimizing the number of robot steps, the goal is usually to decrease total wall-clock time and computation. Compared to the baseline RL algorithm, HiS increases computation because it simulates extra virtual states, sorts this data according to the selection criterion and then feeds it into the replay buffer of the algorithm. However, as shown earlier, HiS also increases sample efficiency during learning.

Tab. I shows the evaluation of HiS regarding its efficiency for simulated tasks. We compare HiS to vanilla SAC and the combination of HER and HiS to only HER. To compare total computational cost, we restrict the learning to only one CPU (Intel Xeon W-2145 with 3.70GHz clock speed). The effect of increased computation depends on the task and the number of additional virtual objects. Wall-clock time for the same number of steps when using HiS increases only by about 2% for the table tennis task but by about 60% for the manipulation tasks. To quantify improvements in sample efficiency, we look at the
number of robot time steps HiS takes to reach the asymptotic or final performance of vanilla SAC and similarly the number of robot time steps HER and HiS takes to reach the asymptotic or final performance of HER. As we have shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we achieve significant improvements by using HiS. Therefore, combining these two effects, even when evaluated in wall-clock time instead of in robot time steps, HiS compares favorably. In conclusion, we have shown that HiS can be beneficial for settings where we want to optimize a policy only in simulation.

For this reason, HiS’ range of applications extends beyond tasks that fulfill all the HySR assumptions as discussed in Section III-B. In simulated environments, differences in the complexity of the dynamics of different parts of the task do not need to be considered. However, HiS also assumes that the virtual state should not affect the real state. For purely simulated tasks, these effects onto the robot can be modeled, but a remaining issue is that multiple objects, that do not influence each other, can exert forces onto the robot simultaneously. To overcome these discrepancies, one potential solution for tasks where contacts are sparse, could be to split the training into two stages: First, training with HiS and ignoring these discrepancies. This stage could help getting into contact with interesting objects. And later fine-tuning those contacts without HiS.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented Hindsight States (HiS), a method for sample-efficient training in a hybrid sim and real setup, where multiple instances of the virtual part of a task are paired with the single real part. HiS leverages this additional data by selectively choosing the data to train on. We evaluated HiS on a variety of tasks in simulation and showed that it improves sample efficiency on a complex real-world muscular robot task. We further showed that combining HER and HiS leads to even better performance than applying each method individually.

A limitation of our work is the requirement that the virtual part does not influence the real part. In many tasks, this influence cannot be neglected, particularly when dealing with heavier objects. One way around, could be to map the forces from the simulation back onto the joint torques of a real robot. Another strategy would be to split learning into multiple stages. Stages where the condition is fulfilled could be learned with HiS and completely real training otherwise. As an example, for a grasping task, the stage where the robot learns to get to the position just before the gripper touches the object could be learned using HiS.

HiS’s pronounced impact during the initial exploration stage of the training explains a large part of the lower variability compared to the baselines (SAC with and without HER). In absence of HiS, some runs encounter complete exploration failure, contributing to the increased variance. The potential of HiS during the later stages of the training warrants further investigation and refinement. For instance, in complex tasks that demand extensive interactions, a strategy of intermittently resampling virtual objects throughout the episode — contrary to the current approach of resampling only at the beginning — could improve results. This approach leverages the possibility that objects resampled in close proximity to the robot can generate more interesting experiences, for example, due to the higher likelihood of additional contacts.

The focus of this work was to devise a more sample efficient training scheme in the HySR setting. However, as shown in Section IV-D, HiS can also be beneficial for purely simulated tasks. Finding the best strategies to apply HiS to simulated tasks, especially to those that do not satisfy the HySR conditions holds a lot of potential.

Future work can also focus on combining HiS with curriculum learning by using data augmentations. Data augmentations such as transformations as well as perturbations of the virtual objects, which itself can be physically plausible, facilitates generalization. In addition, one can adapt the laws of physics of the virtual part such as gravity or the speed of time to change the difficulty of the whole task. In this manner, a curriculum could be added that, e.g., slows down or accelerates time during the training, so the robot reaches high reward regions faster. Subsequently, adjusting time gradually to its true speed toward the end of the training might improve the transfer of the performance to the real world.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Pushing</th>
<th>Sliding</th>
<th>Table Tennis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison of HiS to SAC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total wall-clock time</td>
<td>163.9 %</td>
<td>156.3 %</td>
<td>102.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>robot time steps for matching performance</td>
<td>16.7 %</td>
<td>50.8 %</td>
<td>30.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wall-clock time for matching performance</td>
<td>27.4 %</td>
<td>79.4 %</td>
<td>31.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison of HER+HiS to HER</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total wall-clock time</td>
<td>165.6 %</td>
<td>162.3 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>robot time steps for matching performance</td>
<td>11.7 %</td>
<td>42.6 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wall-clock time for matching performance</td>
<td>19.4 %</td>
<td>69.1 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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